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Abstract—The factory of the future as well as robot-assisted surgery (RAS) make use of telemanipulation systems to enable remote control by human operators. Accuracy, intuitive handling, and short task completion times are of highest priority. In this work-in-progress study, two haptic input devices are considered for telemanipulation: An off-the-shelf 3 degrees of freedom (DoF) motion-based device is compared to a custom rigid stick with 6 DoF force/torque (F/T) sensing capabilities. Three tasks which mimic relevant maneuvers for assembly and RAS are performed by 24 subjects. Preliminary results show that operating with the force-based device is particularly intuitive for novices. Observing the learning curves of our long-term study, we conclude that sleep reveals to be crucial in memorizing sensory impressions. Thus, a training period of several days is recommendable for teleoperation systems.

I. INTRODUCTION AND METHODS

Teleoperation scenarios in industrial applications and RAS make use of a vast variety of input devices, such as haptic interfaces, joysticks, 3D mice, and rigid-link manipulators [1]. Their quality, intuitive handling and effectiveness are of highest priority for expert hapticians [2]. Also, learning characteristics have to be investigated to derive required training times for novices. Both, performance metrics as well as learning curves, are systematically investigated in this study for two conceptually different haptic input devices.

A robot manipulator is remotely controlled by human operators using a Novint Falcon, an off-the-shelf 3 DoF motion-based delta structure (force-feedback disabled), and a custom rigid stick with a built-in sensor structure for measuring 6 DoF forces and torques (Fig. 1). An overview of the sensor design is given in [3]. The three rotational DoF are disabled for our experiments. In a first study, 24 subjects perform three tasks which mimic relevant maneuvers for assembly and RAS w.r.t. task performance and execution time: (1) pick-and-place, (2) peg-in-hole, and (3) precise movement. In a second study, three subjects carry out the tasks over a longer period of time to investigate learning characteristics and long-term effects.

II. PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND FUTURE WORK

Our preliminary results indicate, that the force-based device provides high usability with low task execution times, especially for novices. Learning curves of our long-term study underline, that sleep reveals to be crucial in memorizing sensory impressions [4]. Training for a period of several days is recommendable for teleoperation systems (Fig. 2).

The outcome of the performed tasks may still depend on factors that are related to the input type. Therefore, we aim to match controller architecture and bandwidth for a fair comparison of both device classes in future work.
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